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He May Be A Gold Digger, But He Saved MTV. | Spatula In
The Wilderness

I didn’t even bother watching the Video Music Awards telecast on MTV
last night. The network will show it for the next two weeks in a constant
loop and I had better things to do. The Bears were at Green Bay for their
season opener, there was a 15 year old Jeff Foxworthy stand-up special
on Comedy Central, I had to trim my sideburns. Any activity made more
sense than watching the VMAs. So, of course I missed Kanye West
renewing MTV’s lease on existence for the next year. After seeing the
drippy, sophomoric ads for weeks featuring New York being pelted by
sequined gloves in anticipation of the Moon Man’s tribute to Michael
Jackson, I decided to avoid sentimental indigestion and skip watching the
show. Yeah, I missed another wonderfully engineered MTV moment, but

so what? It’s all hype, as proven by Viacom’s decision to pull all clips of Kan’s outburst from youtube
this morning. Boo and, or, hoo.

Kanye barged onto stage during Taylor Swift’s acceptance speech for Best Female Video (for the
song “You Belong With Me”), grabbing the microphone away from her.  West’s point, other than
personal glory and drunken reverse racism, was that Beyonce had a better video with Single
Ladies. I wonder why he targeted Taylor Swift? I’m not a country fan, but Swift has blurred the genre
line through relentless work and a dirt free reputation. It’s one thing to be hot, but she has the talent
to have a career along the lines of Faith Hill or Reba McIntyre. For Kanye, and his Hennessey fueled
ego tripping, it could have been any young star. He was going to make it happen. Why? It’s the
nature of male grandstanding. You accomplish one or two things in public life and then cash in.

Kanye West is a star, make no mistake. He just suffers from the malaise of douchbagism that has
overtaken the American popular entertainer. There are only a few steps between star and
douchbag. For Kanye it was  writing, producing, and recording a number of hits songs. The second
step for him has always been quickly recognizing when nobody is talking or writing about him. His
last hits were six months ago, so it was time to go ballistic on a young singer getting her well
deserved accolades. Kan’s 2005 ”President Bush hates black people” remark was timed within
days of the drop of his “Golddigger” single. He was right, but it was still shameless and
overshadowed the horror in New Orleans.  Stars have to act clownish to keep bloggers like me
typing their names at a fevered pace. Kan’s not alone. Chad “Ochocinco” Johnson of the Cincinnati
Bengals is guilty of the same behavior. This is career building. He accomplishes just enough to
become a celebrity and then keeps the media corralled in a pen with childish antics. I would limit
this to male popular performers, but how does one explain Jessica Simpson? Do very little, cash in.
Gain weight, lose weight, date famous quarterback, get dumped as clingy by same quarterback.
What the world needs now is a real star like Terrell Owens. Whatever happened to that guy? Time
for a new publicist, I guess.
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